Name of study: Vision and the brain

Purpose of study: To better understand how the human visual pathways encode visual information in support of perception and behavior

Name of experimenter: Jonathan Winawer
Name of faculty supervisor: Jonathan Winawer
Name of Department: Psychology
Location of study: MRI Suite, Room 156, 6 Washington Place

Specific requirements: Must not have metal in or on body that cannot be removed; must not be pregnant; and must be at least 18 years of age to participate. Must have normal or corrected-to-normal vision (glasses, contacts OK).

Type of activity: View and/or listen to stimuli while lying in a Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scanner, and make button presses to indicate simple judgments about the stimuli.

Number of Sessions and approximate length of time: 1-3 sessions, 1.5 hr each

Payment: $30 / hour

Contact information:
Name: Jonathan Winawer
Phone: 212 998 7922
Email: jonathan.winawer@nyu.edu
PAID STUDY – Must be 18 years or older

Name of study: Vision and the brain

Purpose of study: To better understand how the human visual pathways encode visual information in support of perception and behavior

Name of experimenter: Jonathan Winawer
Name of faculty supervisor: Jonathan Winawer
Name of Department: Psychology
Location of study: MEG Lab, Room 280 Meyer building

Specific requirements: Must not be pregnant; and must be at least 18 years of age to participate. Must have normal or corrected-to-normal vision (glasses, contacts OK).

Type of activity: Lie still, view and/or listen to stimuli, and make button pushes while MEG scans are taken of your brain activity.

Number of Sessions and approximate length of time: 1 session, 2 hr

Payment: $30 / hour

Contact information:
Name: Jonathan Winawer
Phone: 212 998 7922
Email: jonathan.winawer@nyu.edu
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PAID STUDY – Must be 18 years or older

Name of study: Vision and the brain

Purpose of study: To better understand how the human visual pathways encode visual information in support of perception and behavior

Name of experimenter: Jonathan Winawer
Name of faculty supervisor: Jonathan Winawer
Name of Department: Psychology
Location of study: EEG Lab, Room 203 Meyer building

Specific requirements: Must not be pregnant; and must be at least 18 years of age to participate. Must have normal or corrected-to-normal vision (glasses, contacts OK).

Type of activity: Sit still, view and/or listen to stimuli, and make button pushes while EEG scans are taken of your brain activity.

Number of Sessions and approximate length of time: 1 session, 2 hr

Payment: $30 / hour

Contact information:
Name: Jonathan Winawer
Phone: 212 998 7922
Email: jonathan.winawer@nyu.edu

IRB Approval Dates ______________
PAID STUDY – Must be 18 years or older

Name of study: Visual perception and decision

Purpose of study: To better understand how the human visual pathways encode visual information in support of perception and behavior

Name of experimenter: Jonathan Winawer
Name of faculty supervisor: Jonathan Winawer
Name of Department: Psychology
Location of study: Room 957/960 Meyer building

Specific requirements: Must be at least 18 years of age to participate. Must have normal or corrected-to-normal vision (glasses, contacts OK).

Type of activity: Sit still, view and/or listen to stimuli, and make button pushes to indicate perceptual judgments.

Number of Sessions and approximate length of time: 1-3 session, 1-2 hr each

Payment: $12 / hour

Contact information:
Name: Jonathan Winawer
Phone: 212 998 7922
Email: jonathan.winawer@nyu.edu

IRB Approval Dates:
Approved: 12/21/16-12/20/17